Reproducibility of in-vivo electrophysiological measurements in mice
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Abstract

Understanding whole-brain-scale electrophysiological recordings will rely on the collective work of multiple labs. Because two labs recording from the same brain area often reach different conclusions, it is critical to quantify and control for features that decrease reproducibility. To address these issues, we formed a multi-lab collaboration using a shared, open-source behavioral task and experimental apparatus. We repeatedly inserted Neuropixels multi-electrode probes targeting the same brain locations (including posterior parietal cortex, hippocampus, and thalamus) in mice performing the behavioral task. We gathered data across 9 labs and developed a common histological and data processing pipeline to analyze the resulting large datasets. After applying stringent behavioral, histological, and electrophysiological quality-control criteria, we found that neuronal yield, firing rates, spike amplitudes, and task-modulated neuronal activity were reproducible across laboratories. To quantify variance in neural activity explained by task variables (e.g., stimulus onset time), behavioral variables (timing of licks/paw movements), and other variables (e.g., spatial location in the brain or the lab ID), we developed a multi-task neural network encoding model that extends common, simpler regression approaches by allowing nonlinear interactions between variables. We found that within-lab random effects captured by this model were comparable to between-lab random effects. Taken together, these results demonstrate that across-lab standardization of electrophysiological procedures can lead to reproducible results across labs. Moreover, our protocols to achieve reproducibility, along with our analyses to evaluate it are openly accessible to the scientific community, along with our extensive electrophysiological dataset with corresponding behavior and open-source analysis code.
Introduction

Reproducibility is a cornerstone of the scientific method: a given sequence of experimental methods should lead to comparable results if applied in different laboratories. In some areas of biological and psychological science, however, the reliable generation of reproducible results is a well-known challenge (Baker, 2016; Voelkl et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021; Errington et al., 2021). In systems neuroscience at the level of single-cell-resolution recordings, evaluating reproducibility is difficult: experimental methods are sufficiently complex that replicating experiments is technically challenging, and many experimenters feel little incentive to do such experiments since negative results can be difficult to publish. Variability in experimental outcomes has nonetheless been well-documented on a number of occasions. These include the existence and nature of “preplay” (Dragoi and Tonegawa, 2011; Silva et al., 2015; Ólafsdóttir et al., 2015; Grosmark and Buzsáki, 2016; Liu et al., 2019), the persistence of place fields in the absence of visual inputs (Hafting et al., 2005; Barry et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2016; Waaga et al., 2022), and the existence of spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) in nematodes (Zhang et al., 1998; Tsui et al., 2010). In the latter example, variability in experimental results arose from whether the nematode being studied was pigmented or albino, an experimental feature that was not originally known to be relevant to STDP. This highlights that understanding the source of experimental variability can facilitate efforts to improve reproducibility.

For electrophysiological recordings, several efforts are currently underway to document this variability and reduce it through standardization of methods (de Vries et al., 2020; Siegle et al., 2021). These efforts are promising, in that they suggest that when approaches are standardized and results undergo quality control, observations conducted within a single organization can be reassuringly reproducible. However, this leaves unanswered whether observations made in separate, individual laboratories are reproducible when they likewise use standardization and quality control. Answering this question is critical since most neuroscience data is collected within small, individual laboratories rather than large-scale organizations.

We have previously addressed the issue of reproducibility in the context of mouse psychophysical behavior, by training 140 mice in 7 laboratories and comparing their learning rates, speed, and accuracy in a simple binary visually-driven decision task. We demonstrated that standardized protocols can lead to highly reproducible behavior (The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2021). Here, we build on those results by measuring within- and across-lab variability in the context of intra-cerebral electrophysiological recordings. We repeatedly inserted Neuropixels multi-electrode probes (Jun et al., 2017) targeting the same brain regions (including posterior parietal cortex, hippocampus, and thalamus) in mice performing the behavioral task from (The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2021). We gathered data across 9 different labs and developed a common histological and data processing pipeline to analyze the resulting large datasets.

After applying stringent behavioral, histological, and electrophysiological quality-control criteria, features such as neuronal yield, firing rate, and normalized LFP power were reproducible across laboratories; their within-lab averages did not significantly deviate from the mean across labs. Similarly, the proportions of cells modulated by task events was largely reproducible across labs, as was the Fano Factor, a measure of neural variability. Finally, to quantify variance in neural activity explained by task variables (e.g., stimulus onset time), behavioral variables (timing of licks/paw movements), and other variables (e.g., spatial location in the brain or the lab ID), we developed a multi-task neural network encoding model that extends common, simpler regression approaches by allowing nonlinear interactions between variables. Again, we found that within-lab random effects captured by this model were comparable to between-lab random effects. Taken together, these results suggest that across-lab standardization of electrophysiological procedures can lead to reproducible results across laboratories.
Results

Repeated-site recordings in the same task across multiple labs

To quantify reproducibility across electrophysiological recordings, we set out to establish standardized procedures across the International Brain Laboratory (IBL) and to test whether this standardization was successful. Nine IBL labs collected Neuropixels recordings from one repeated site, targeting the same stereotaxic coordinates, during a standardized decision-making task in which head-fixed mice reported the perceived position of a visual grating (The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2021). The experimental pipeline was standardized across labs, including surgical methods, behavioral training, recording procedures, histology, and data processing (Figure 1a, b); see Methods for full details. In each experiment, Neuropixels 1.0 probes were inserted, targeted at \(-2.0\) mm AP, \(-2.24\) mm ML, \(4.0\) mm DV relative to bregma; \(15^\circ\) angle (Figure 1c). This site was selected because it encompasses brain regions implicated in visual decision-making, including visual area A (Najafi et al., 2020; Harvey et al., 2012), dentate gyrus, CA1, (Turk-Browne, 2019), and thalamic nuclei LP and PO (Saalmann and Kastner, 2011; Roth et al., 2016).

Probe placement contributes to experimental variability

As a first test of experimental reproducibility, we assessed variability in Neuropixels probe placement around the planned repeated site location. Brains were perfusion-fixed, dissected, and imaged using serial section 2-photon microscopy for 3D reconstruction of probes (Figure 2a). Whole brain auto-fluorescence data was aligned to the Allen Common Coordinate Framework (CCF) (Wang et al., 2020) using an elastix-based pipeline (Klein et al., 2010) adapted for mouse brain registration (West, 2021). CM-Dil labelled probe tracks were manually traced in the 3D volume. Trajectories obtained from our stereotaxic system and traced histology were then compared to the planned trajectory (Figure 2a,b, Figure 2b; supp. 1). To measure probe track variability, traced probe tracks were linearly interpolated (Figure 2c).

Variability in brain insertions can be assessed by probe placement at the brain surface, and by probe angle. Probe placement at the brain surface comprises two components. The first, ‘targeting variability,’ was obtained by calculating the difference between the planned and actual probe placement, measured with the micro-manipulator at the time of recording (Figure 2d). Targeting variability is expected to be non-zero because experimenters sometimes move probes slightly from the planned location to avoid blood vessels or irregularities (Figure 2d, top, total mean displacement = 115 \(\mu\)m, exclusion criteria passed mean displacement = 72 \(\mu\)m). Reproducibility of targeting variability across labs was evaluated via a permutation test: values were shuffled between the lab identities 10,000 times, and the original targeting variability mean per lab distribution was compared to all permuted distributions to compute a p-value. Targeting variability shows no significant effect across laboratories across all probes (Figure 2d, bottom), permutation test p-value for all probes p=0.2118). When applying our exclusion criteria, including the anatomical requirement that the probe must record from three of our five repeated site brain regions, the computed p-value increased (Figure 2d, bottom), permutation test p-value for exclusion criteria passed probes p=0.2295), indicating the data are more likely from the same distribution. Thus, targeting reproducibility is enhanced with appropriate anatomical exclusion criteria.

The second component of probe placement variability in brain insertions is ‘geometrical variability.’ Geometrical variability was obtained by calculating the difference between our planned position and the final identified probe position obtained from the reconstructed histology. This encompasses the targeting variance above, plus anatomical differences and errors in defining the stereotaxic coordinate system, including residual errors from a mismatch in skull landmarks and underlying brain structure. Geometrical variability was likewise non-zero (Figure 2e, top, total mean displacement = 392 \(\mu\)m, exclusion criteria passed mean displacement = 253 \(\mu\)m) with some individual insertion locations up to 1500 \(\mu\)m from the planned coordinate. Assessing geometrical variability for all probes with permutation testing revealed no significant effect across laboratories.
Figure 1. Standardized experimental pipeline and apparatus; location of the repeated site. 

a. The pipeline for electrophysiology experiments. b. Drawing of the experimental apparatus. c. Location and brain regions of the repeated site. VISa: Visual Area A; CA1: Hippocampal Field CA1; DG: Dentate Gyrus; LP: Lateral Posterior nucleus of the thalamus; PO: Posterior Nucleus of the Thalamus. d. Acquired repeated site trajectories shown within a 3D brain schematic. e. Raster plot from one example session.

Figure 1–Figure supplement 1. Detailed experimental pipeline for the Neuropixels experiment.

Figure 1–Figure supplement 2. Spiking activity qualitatively appears heterogeneous across recordings.

(Figure 2e, bottom, permutation test p-value for all probes p=0.1974), which produced a higher p-value after the application of our exclusion criteria (Figure 2e, bottom, permutation test p-value for exclusion criteria passed probes p=0.0.5499). This demonstrates that after histology reconstruction, the reproducibility of probe placement is enhanced across labs for the brain insertion coordinate with the application of anatomical exclusion criteria.

The final way to assess variability in brain insertions is via ‘angle variability,’ also calculated from the histological reconstructions. We observed a consistent mean displacement from the planned...
angle in both medio-lateral (ML) and anterior-posterior (AP) angles (mean difference in angle from planned: 7 degrees, Figure 2f, top). AP angle differences can be explained by the different orientation of the CCF and the stereotaxic coordinate system; ML differences may result from the histological asmples being compressed in the DV direction compared to the CCF. The difference in histology angle to planned probe placement was assessed with permutation testing across labs, and shows a significant difference with our exclusion criteria applied (Figure 2f, bottom, permutation test p-value for all probes p=0.1993; permutation test p-value for exclusion criteria passed probes p=0.0491). This significant result can be explained by the repeated use of the same rig and micromanipulator angle within each laboratory, resulting in reduced variability in probe angle within labs versus across labs.

To determine the extent that anatomical differences drive geometrical variability, we used the micro-manipulator to histology distance at the brain surface and regressed this measurement against animal weight. This easily measured parameter should correlate with mouse brain size and provide a quantifiable predictor of anatomical differences. No such correlation was identified ($R^2 < 0.01$), indicating differences between CCF and mouse brain sizes are not the major cause of variance. We therefore surmise that geometrical variance in probe placement at the brain surface is driven by inaccuracies in defining the stereotaxic coordinate system, including discrepancies between skull landmarks and the underlying brain structures.

In conclusion, targeting, geometrical and angle variability revealed lab-to-lab differences that can hinder reproducibility. To control this variability we applied a "targeting" exclusion criterion, which discarded insertions from further analysis when they failed to include sites from at least 3 of the 5 selected areas. This exclusion criterion improved the reproducibility of probe placement at the brain surface, and was used in all subsequent analyses. Probe angle reproducibility was not improved with the exclusion criterion, and this appears to be driven by variance between recording rigs repeatedly used for probe placement within labs. We were unable to identify a prescriptive analysis to predict probe placement accuracy, which may reflect that the major driver of probe placement variance derives from differences in skull landmarks used for establishing the coordinate system, and the underlying brain structures.
Figure 2. Probe placement shows variance that is reduced with exclusion criteria. 

a, The histology pipeline for electrode probe track reconstruction and its assessment, consisting of serial section 2-photon microscopy, and manual probe tracing. Three separate trajectories can be defined per probe: the planned trajectory; the micro-manipulator trajectory, based on the experimenter’s stereotaxic coordinates; and the histology trajectory, interpolated from tracks traced in the histology data. 

b, Examples of tilted slices through the histology reconstructions showing the repeated site probe track. Plots show the green auto-/eurofluorescence data used for CCF registration; and red cm-DiI signal, used to mark the probe track. White dots show the projections of channel positions onto each tilted slice. Scale bar: 1 mm. 

c, Histology probe trajectories are interpolated from traced probe tracks and plotted as 2D projections in coronal and sagittal planes, tilted along the repeated site trajectory over the allen CCF, color coded by laboratory. Scale bar: 1 mm. 

d, Targeting variability of probe placement on the brain surface: scatterplot showing the planned insertion coordinate on the brain surface in ML-AP dimensions, with the position of each subjects’ insertion plotted according to the experimenter’s stereotaxic coordinates of the probe, color coded by laboratory. Below, boxplots of the distances from planned to stereotaxic coordinates grouped by exclusion criteria, and dotplots by laboratory of stereotaxic-to-planned distances, colour coded by passing our exclusion criteria. 

e, Geometrical variability of probe placement on the brain surface: scatterplot of the planned insertion coordinate on the brain surface in ML-AP dimensions, with the position of each subjects’ probe tracked by histology-derived coordinates of the probe, color coded by laboratory. Below, boxplots of the distances from planned to histology coordinates grouped by exclusion criteria, and dotplots by laboratory of histology-to-planned distances, colour coded by passing our exclusion criteria. 

f, Angle variability of probe insertion angle: scatterplot showing the magnitude and direction of the probe angle in ML-AP dimensions, derived from histological reconstructions. Below, boxplots of the relative angles from histology to planned trajectories grouped by exclusion criteria, and dotplots by laboratory of histology-to-planned angle, colour coded by passing our exclusion criteria.

Figure 2–Figure supplement 1. Tilted slices along the histology insertion for all insertions from all labs used in assessing probe placement.
### Table 1. Quality control criteria for sessions and neurons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Targeting criterion</td>
<td>At least 4 electrode channels in at least 3 of the 5 target brain regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior criterion</td>
<td>Mouse completed at least 400 trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield criterion</td>
<td>At least 0.1 neurons (that pass single unit criteria**) per electrode channel in each region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise criterion</td>
<td>Median action-potential band RMS (AP RMS) less than 40 uV and Median LFP power less than -140 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session number criterion</td>
<td>For analyses that directly compared between labs (permutation tests: Fig 3d-f, Fig 4c, Fig 6), only labs with at least 3 passing sessions per brain region were included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Single unit metrics</td>
<td>Each neuron was defined as passing single unit QC if it passed three metrics: a refractory period violation metric, a noise cutoff metric, and a median amplitude threshold. Described further in (<a href="#">The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2022a</a>).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Electrophysiological features are reproducible across laboratories**

In addition to the “targeting” exclusion criterion, we implemented four other exclusion criteria (see Table 1). We recorded a total of 74 sessions targeted at our planned repeated site (Figure 3a). Of these, 13 were excluded due to unsuccessful data acquisition that could occur from session interruptions (e.g. power outage). Three recordings did not pass our targeting criterion (at least 5 electrode channels in at least 3 of the target brain regions). Six did not pass our behavior criterion (at least 400 trials completed). Nine did not pass our criteria for low yield recordings. Finally, three recordings did not pass our criterion for noise or other electrical artifacts. In subsequent figures, only recordings that passed these quality control criteria were included. In analyses that directly compared across labs (permutation tests; Fig 3d-f, 4c, 5d, 6), only labs which performed three or more successful sessions were included. Furthermore, single units had to pass three quality control metrics to be included in single unit analyses ([The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2022a](#)). When plotting all recordings, including those that failed to meet quality control criteria, one can observe that discarded sessions were often clear outliers (Figure 3b-c, supp. 1). Overall, we analyzed data recorded from the 40 remaining sessions recorded in 9 labs to determine the reproducibility of our electrophysiological recordings.
We set out to answer the question whether electrophysiological features, such as firing rates and LFP power, were reproducible across laboratories. In other words, is there consistent variation across laboratories in these features that is larger than expected by chance? We first visualized LFP power, a feature used by experimenters to guide the alignment of the probe position to brain regions, for all the repeated site recordings (Figure 3b). The dentate gyrus (DG) is characterized by high power spectral density of the LFP (Penttonen et al., 1997; Bragin et al., 1995; Senzai and Buzsáki, 2017) and this feature was used to guide physiology-to-histology alignment of probe positions (Figure 3 supplementary 2). By plotting the LFP power of all recordings along the length of the probe side-by-side, aligned to the boundary between the DG and thalamus, we confirmed that this band of elevated LFP power was clearly visible in all recordings at the same depth. The probe alignment allowed us to attribute the channels of each probe to their corresponding brain regions to investigate the reproducibility of electrophysiological features for each of the target regions of the repeated site. To visualize all the neuronal data, each neuron was plotted at the depth it was recorded overlaid with the position of the target brain region locations (Figure 3b).

The reproducibility of electrophysiological features over laboratories was investigated using permutation testing. The tested features included neuronal yield, firing rate, spike amplitude, LFP power, and action-potential band RMS (AP RMS). For each feature and each brain region, the within-lab and across-lab means were calculated (example in Figure 3c). If the electrophysiological feature is reproducible across laboratories, there should be a small deviation between the mean over animals within a lab and the mean over all the lab means. To investigate whether the deviation was significantly larger than expected by chance, we performed permutation testing in which the lab labels were shuffled and a p-value was calculated by comparing the actual deviation from the shuffled null-distribution. Because a test is performed per region-metric pair, the p-values were corrected for multiple testing using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (Seabold and Perktold, 2010; Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). We found that all electrophysiological features were reproducible across laboratories for all regions studied.
Figure 3. Electrophysiological features are reproducible across laboratories. 

**a**. Number of experimental sessions recorded; number of sessions used in analysis due to exclusion criteria. **b**. Power spectral density between 20 and 80 Hz of each channel of each probe insertion (vertical columns) shows reproducible alignment of electrophysiological features to histology. Insertions are aligned to the boundary between the dentate gyrus and the thalamus. **c**, Firing rates of individual neurons according to the depth at which they were recorded. Colored blocks indicate the target brain regions of the repeated site; if no block is plotted the neurons are in a region that is not one of the targets. Dots are neurons, colors indicate firing rate, displacement along the x-axis indicates spike amplitude. **d,e**, Examples of permutation testing to determine whether the deviation of lab means (short black lines) from the mean across labs (red line) was larger than expected by chance. For each region, only laboratories that had three or more recordings in that region were included in the permutation testing. Here the median spike amplitude in CA1 and median firing rate in LP is plotted per lab. A p-value was determined by shuffling the lab labels 10,000 times. CSHL: Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory [(C): Churchland lab, (Z): Zador lab], NYU: New York University, SWC: Sainsbury Wellcome Centre, UCL: University College London, UCLA: University of California, Los Angeles. **f**, P-values for five electrophysiological metrics, computed separately for all target regions. P-values are plotted on a log-scale to visually emphasize values close to significance.

Figure 3–Figure supplement 1. Electrophysiological features of all recordings, including recordings that failed quality criteria.

Figure 3–Figure supplement 2. High LFP power in dentate gyrus was used to align probe locations in the brain.
Task-driven activity of brain regions is reproducible across laboratories

Concerns about reproducibility include not only basic electrophysiological properties, but also modulation of firing rates by task variables. To address this, we analysed the reproducibility of the relationship between neural activity and task variables across laboratories. In particular, we were interested in whether the brain regions targeted here have comparable neural responses to task events, such as stimulus onset, movement onset, and reward delivery. An inspection of individual neurons revealed clear modulation by, for instance, the onset of movement (Fig. 4a).

When considering all neurons within a single region of a given session however, it becomes clear that, while a number of neurons are modulated, there is also a proportion of neurons that do not change their firing in relation to task events (Fig. 4b) (Urai et al., 2022). Plotting the session-averaged response for each experiment in a given area reveals that despite variability, many key features are reproduced, such as the general response time course and timing (Fig. 4c; also Fig. 6d).

Having observed that many individual neurons are modulated during the task, we then wanted to compare how the proportion of modulated neurons differed across labs. This is especially important, as we are often interested in determining which regions are involved in the neural computations underlying task performance. Therefore, within each brain region, we compared the proportion of the neural population that was sensitive to specific elements of the task. Using Wilcoxon sign-rank tests and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests (Steinmetz et al., 2019), we used seven tests to identify neurons with significantly modulated firing rates during specific time-periods of the task. The general logic of these tests is displayed in Fig. 5b and Fig. 5-supplemental 1. The neurons that were found by these tests showed a clear modulation to the tested events, as expected (Fig. 5a-b).

For most tests, the proportions of modulated neurons across sessions and across brain regions were quite variable (Fig. 5c and Fig. 5-supplemental 1). However, when applying a permutation test as used in our previous analyses, we found no significant differences across labs regarding the proportion of task-modulated units (Fig. 5d). We can therefore conclude that task-modulated activity is reproducible across labs.

To further investigate neuronal task-modulation, we also measured the Fano Factor of single units. The Fano Factor is a useful measurement of firing rate variability and is defined as the spike count variance over trials divided by spike count mean. The Fano Factor enables the comparison of the fidelity of signals across neurons and regions, despite differences in firing rates (Tolhurst et al., 1983). Further, the temporal dynamics of the Fano Factor can be informative about underlying neural computations (Churchland et al., 2010, 2011). We calculated the Fano Factor using a sliding window over each trial. In most brain regions, the Fano Factor, averaged over all neurons, decreased around the time of movement onset (Fig. 7-supplemental 4, left column). Based on the Fano Factor time course, we selected the period between 40-200 ms after movement onset (for correct trials with full-contrast stimuli on the right side) to calculate an average Fano Factor per neuron and quantify differences in Fano Factor across labs. While Fano Factor values varied between neurons and across sessions, we found no difference across labs after applying a permutation test (Fig. 5d). This argues that the decrease in neural variability around the time of movements is reproducible and is present not only in cortical structures, as previously reported (Churchland et al., 2010), but is also reliably present in the hippocampus and thalamus.
Figure 4. Neural activity is modulated during decision-making in 5 neural structures. (a) Neural activity in relation to movement onset towards the left for different contrasts, raster plot (top), peristimulus time histogram (bottom). (b) Peri-event time histograms (PETHs) for correct left choices of all neurons from CA1 of a single mouse, aligned to movement onset. These PETHs are baseline-subtracted by a pre-stimulus baseline. Shaded areas show standard error of mean (and propagated error for the overall mean). The thicker line shows the average over this entire population, coloured by the lab from which the recording originates. (c) Average PETHs for correct left choices across regions within individual mice (same as thick line in (b)). Line thickness indicates how many neurons went into the average (min=4, max=86). (As we do not compare across labs, we do not subset to labs with sufficient recordings here).
Figure 5. Task-modulated neurons are not significantly different between laboratories. (a) Raster plots and firing rate time courses of an example neuron in LP, aligned to either stimulus onset or movement onset; plotted only for right visual stimuli and correct movements. (The firing rates are calculated using a sliding window and are causal, such that each time point includes a 40 ms window prior to the indicated point.) (b) Schematic of the time-warped (TW) pre-movement vs. pre-stimulus test for finding task-modulated neurons (left), where the firing rate prior to movement onset is compared against the firing rate during 200 ms before the stimulus. This is only calculated for trials where the time between pre-movement time and stimulus is at least 50 ms (third example trial is excluded). Also, the pre-movement time is considered only up to 200 ms prior to the movement onset, i.e., the pre-movement period can range anywhere from 50 ms to 200 ms prior to the onset of the stimulus (resulting in continuous firing rates in the right panel), unlike the pre-stimulus period which is always set to 200 ms (thus, firing rates in the right panel change in increments of 5 sp/sec). (right) The change in firing rate of the example neuron in a, which is considered a task-modulated neuron using the TW pre-movement test; each gray line indicates one trial. Mean pre-stimulus and pre-movement firing rates across all trials are shown with filled circles (error bar: standard deviation). (c) Proportion of task-modulated neurons for each mouse in each of the five brain regions using the TW pre-movement test. Each column or color indicates, in order, a different recording session or lab. (Note that there is no correspondence here between columns across different brain regions.) (d) Permutation test results comparing across-lab variation in the proportion of task-modulated neurons found using each of the seven tests examined (the TW pre-movement test in b and c and six other tests described in Fig 5-Figure Supplement 1), as well as variation in the neuronal Fano Factors. All task-modulated comparisons were performed for correct trials with non-zero contrast stimuli.

Figure 5–Figure supplement 1. Proportion of task-modulated neurons, defined by six additional tests, across mice, labs, and brain regions.
Principal component embedding analysis reveals little functional separation between labs

In the previous section, we tested specific hypotheses about modulations in task-driven activity at different times within the behavioral trial. We wondered if our conclusions about reproducibility would remain consistent if we perform comparisons across labs and brain regions at the level of the trial-averaged firing rate vectors computed over the entire trial.

The first step is to choose a summary of each cell's neural activity that can be directly compared across experimental sessions and labs. The peri-event time histogram (PETH) is one such summary that is commonly used. The PETH depends on the event used to align trials, and also discards information about behavioral variability across trials. To retain more of this information, we coarsely split trials into two sets, one with fast reaction times (< 0.15 s) and one with slower reaction times (> 0.15 s). Then we computed PETHs within each of these subsets and concatenated the resulting vectors to obtain a more informative summary of each cell's average activity within these different types of behavioral trials. (The results described below did not depend strongly on the details of the trial-splitting we chose; for example, splitting trials by "left" vs "right" behavioral choice led to similar results.) See Figure 6a for two example cells' PETHs, showing only the PETH obtained by averaging fast reaction time trials.

Next, we project these high-dimensional summary vectors into a low-dimensional "embedding" space that captures the variability of the neuronal population but at the same time allows for easy visualization and further analysis. We found that a simple principal component analysis (PCA) provided a useful embedding. Specifically, we stack each cell's summary double-PETH vector (described above) into a matrix (containing the summary vectors for all cells across all sessions) and run PCA to obtain a low-rank approximation of this matrix (see Methods). Figure 6a shows two cells and the corresponding two-dimensional PCA approximation, with one high-accuracy reconstruction example and one low-accuracy example shown here. Figure 6b displays the goodness of this PCA approximation over the full population as a function of the number of PCs used, showing that the PETHs of the majority of cells can be well reconstructed even with just 2 PCs.

Now we have obtained a simple two-dimensional summary of each cell's activity that we can visualize easily; see Figure 6c. This simple embedding is already sufficiently powerful to distinguish different brain regions: in Figure 6c we have colored cells by region, and we see that e.g. regions PO and CA1 show displaced clusters, illustrating clear regional differences in cell activities. These per-region differences are also visible in the region-averaged PETHs (Figure 6d). We quantified this separation via a permutation test, computing the sum across each region's distance between its mean embedded activity and the mean across all regions and comparing that to the null distribution of values obtained in the same way after shuffling the region labels. The p-value is < 0.0001, indicating a significant difference between regional PCA-reduced PETHs.

To test for activity differences between labs, we subdivided the embedded point clouds (Figure 6c) by lab (Figure 6e and supp. Figure 1). The standard deviation of these activity point clouds show large overlap across most labs, indicating similar activity. For each region separately, we determined whether the sum across each lab's distance between its mean embedded activity and the mean across all labs is significantly different, using the same permutation test as described in the previous paragraph, this time shuffling lab labels. We obtain one false discovery rate corrected p-value for this lab-permutation test per region - PO 0.706, LP 0.065, DG 0.706, CA1 0.168, PPC p < 0.0001 - finding that for all regions except PPC the sum of mean lab embedded activities is not significantly different than the mean over all labs. We thus see that embedded activity differs clearly across regions but much less so across labs.
Figure 6. Principal component embedding of peri-event time histograms separates cells from different brain regions but not cells from different labs. (a) Two example cells' PETHs in black and 2-PC-based reconstruction; poor (top), good (bottom) fit with goodness of fit $r^2$ indicated on top. (b) Histograms of reconstruction goodness of fit across all cells based on reconstruction by 1-3 PCs. With only the first 2 PCs most PETHs are well approximated, justifying the subsequent two-dimensional embedding analysis. (c) Two-dimensional embedding of PETHs of all cells, colored by region (each dot corresponds to a single cell). X's and ellipses indicate the mean and standard deviation for each region. (d) Mean firing rates of all cells in each of the studied regions. As in the 2D embedding, mean values for PO and CA1 clearly separate. (Error bars are standard deviation across cells divided by square root of number of recordings per region). (e) Embedded activity of CA1 neurons plotted separately for each lab (colors). (f) Mean activity for all labs in CA1 (color conventions the same as in (e)). See supp. Figure 1 for the other regions. (Error bars are standard deviation across cells divided by square root of number of recordings per lab). Note that only 6 labs are included in this analysis, as we only include labs that have at least 3 recordings per region (see exclusion criterion Table 1).

Figure 6–Figure supplement 1. Regional 2-PC embedding and average PETH per lab
Differences in neuronal spatial position and spike characteristics are a minor source of variability across sessions

While we found little variability between laboratories in terms of electrophysiological features and task variables, we observed large variability between recording sessions and mice (Fig. 3, Fig. 5, and Fig. 5-supplemental 1). Since the spatial position of the Neuropixels probe was variable between sessions (Fig. 2), we examined variability in targeting as a potential source of differences in neuronal activity for each of the five repeated site brain regions. We also considered single-unit spike waveform characteristics as a source of variability. In the next section, we examine other potential sources of variability (e.g., mouse movements).

To investigate variability in session-averaged firing rates, we identified neurons which had firing rates different from the majority of neurons within each brain region (absolute deviation from the median firing rate being >15% of the firing rate range). These outlier neurons, which mostly turned out to be high-firing (except in PO), were compared against regular neurons in terms of features: spatial position (x, y, z, computed as the center-of-mass of each unit’s spike template on the probe, localized to CCF coordinates in the histology pipeline) and spike waveform characteristics (amplitude, peak-to-trough duration). We observed that recordings in all areas, such as LP (Fig. 7a), indeed spanned a wide space within that area. Interestingly, in areas other than DG, the highest firing neurons were not entirely uniformly distributed in space. For instance, in LP, high firing neurons tend to be positioned more laterally and centered on the anterior-posterior axis (Fig. 7b). In PPC and PO, the spatial position of neurons, but not differences in spike characteristics, contributes to differences in session-averaged firing rates (Fig. 7-supplemental 1b and 3c).

In contrast, high-firing LP, CA1, and DG neurons have different spike characteristics compared to other neurons in their respective regions (7b and Fig. 7-supplemental 2b and 3a).

To quantify the amount of variability in average firing rates that can be explained by spatial position or spike characteristics, we fit a linear regression model with these five features (x, y, z, spike amplitude, and duration) as the inputs. We found similar results: In PPC, z position, or neuron depth, explained part of the variance (had a significant weight); in CA1 and DG, spike amplitude, not spatial position, explained part of the variance; in LP, x and y positions as well as spike amplitude explained some of the variance; in PO, x and y position captured more variance than the other features. In LP, where the most amount of variability can be explained by this regression model, these features account for a total of ~12% of the firing variability. In PPC, CA1, DG, and PO, they account for approximately 3%, 6%, 6%, and 5% of the variability, respectively.

Next, we examined whether neuronal spatial position and spike features contributed to variability in task-modulated activity. We found that all brain regions, except CA1, had minor, yet significant, differences in spatial positions of task-modulated and non-modulated neurons (using the definition of at least one of the seven tests in Fig. 5d). For instance, task-modulated LP neurons defined by the time-warped pre-movement test, were positioned more ventrally and centered along the anterior-posterior axis (Fig. 7c), while task-modulated LP neurons defined by the left versus right pre-movement test, tended to be more ventral (Fig. 7d). Other brain regions had less spatial differences than LP (Fig. 7-supplemental 1, 2, 3). Spike characteristics were significantly different between task-modulated and non-modulated neurons only for some tests and only in PPC, DG, and PO (Fig. 6-supplemental 1c-d and 3b-d. On the other hand, the task-aligned Fano Factor of neurons did not have any differences in spatial position except for in PPC, where lower Fano Factors (<1) tended to be located ventrally (Fig. 7-supplemental 4a). Spike characteristics of neurons with lower vs. higher Fano Factors were only different in the LP and PO (Fig. 7-supplemental 4). Lastly, we trained a linear regression model to predict the 2D embedding of PETHs of each cell shown in Fig 6c from the x, y, z coordinates and found that spatial position contains little information (r² ~ 4%) about the embedded PETHs of cells.

In summary, our results suggest that spatial position is a small contributor to variability for session-averaged firing rates in all brain regions except DG, and to a lesser degree for task-modulated activity.
neuronal activity in all brain regions except CA1. In all regions, spike characteristics also have a minor contribution to the observed variability. Since, overall, the contributions of spatial position and spike features were small, despite being significant, we examine other sources of variability in the next section.
Figure 7. High-firing and task-modulated LP neurons have slightly different spatial positions than other LP neurons, potentially contributing to variability between sessions. (a) Spatial positions of recorded neurons in LP, color-coded with their firing rates averaged over the recording session. (b) Spatial positions of LP neurons plotted as distance from the planned target center of mass, indicated with the red x. (To enable visualization of overlapping data points, jitter was added to the unit locations.) Larger circles indicate outlier neurons (defined by a normalized firing rate deviation > 15%, resulting in a threshold of 12 sp/sec for LP, shown on the colorbar; here, 78 out of 805 neurons were outliers). Only histograms of the spatial positions and waveform features that were significantly different between the outlier (yellow) and regular (blue) units are shown (two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons; * and ** indicate corrected p-values of <0.05 and <0.01, in order). Shaded areas indicate the area between 20th and 80th percentiles of the neurons’ locations. (c) (Left) Histogram of firing rate changes during the pre-movement period from the pre-stimulus period (using the time-warped test, Fig. 5b-c) for task-modulated (orange) and non-modulated (gray) neurons. (Right) Spatial positions of task-modulated and non-modulated LP neurons, with histograms of significant features (here, y and z positions) shown. (d) Same as c but using the pre-movement left vs. right test to identify task-modulated units.

Figure 7–Figure supplement 1. High-firing and task-modulated PPC neurons.
Figure 7–Figure supplement 2. High-firing and task-modulated CA1 neurons.
Figure 7–Figure supplement 3. High-firing and task-modulated DG and PO neurons.
Figure 7–Figure supplement 4. Time-course and spatial position of neuronal Fano Factors.
A multi-task neural network accurately predicts activity and quantifies sources of neural variability

As discussed above, variability in neural activity between labs or between sessions can be due to many factors. These include differences in behavior between animals, differences in probe placement between sessions, and uncontrolled differences in experimental setups between labs. How can we quantify and distinguish these different sources of variability? Simple linear regression models or generalized linear models (GLMs) are likely too inflexible to capture the nonlinear contributions that many of these variables, including lab IDs and spatial positions of neurons, might make to neural activity. On the other hand, fitting a different nonlinear regression model (involving many covariates) individually to each recorded unit would be computationally expensive and could lead to poor predictive performance due to overfitting.

To estimate a flexible nonlinear model given constraints on available data and computation time, we adapt an approach that has proven useful in the context of sensory neuroscience (McIntosh et al., 2016; Batty et al., 2016; Cadena et al., 2019). We use a “multi-task” neural network (MTNN; Figure 8) that takes as input a set of covariates (including the lab ID, the unit’s 3D spatial position in standardized CCF coordinates, the animal’s estimated pose extracted from behavioral video monitoring, feedback times, and others; see Table 2 for a full list). The model learns a shared set of nonlinear features (shared over all recorded units) and fits a Poisson regression model on this shared feature space for each unit. (With this approach we effectively solve multiple nonlinear regression tasks simultaneously; hence the “multi-task” nomenclature.) The model extends simpler regression approaches by allowing nonlinear interactions between variables. In particular, previous reduced-rank regression approaches (Kobak et al., 2016; Izenman, 1975) can be seen as a special case of the multi-task neural network, with a single hidden layer and linear weights in each layer.

Figure 9a shows model predictions on held-out trials for a single CA1 unit. We plot the observed and predicted peri-event time histograms and raster plots, split into left vs. right trials. As a visual overview of which behavioral covariates are highly correlated with this cell’s activity on each trial, various behavioral covariates that are input into the MTNN are shown in Figure 9b. Overall, the MTNN approach accurately predicts the observed firing rates. When the MTNN and GLMs are trained on a reduced set of covariates, consisting of stimulus onset timing, stimulus contrast and side, feedback type and timing, first movement onset timing, wheel velocity, and mouse’s prior, the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lab ID</td>
<td>Categorical / Static</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session ID</td>
<td>Categorical / Static</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit 3D spatial position</td>
<td>Real / Static</td>
<td>Electrophysiological</td>
<td>In standardized CCF coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit amplitude</td>
<td>Real / Static</td>
<td>Electrophysiological</td>
<td>Template amplitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit waveform width</td>
<td>Real / Static</td>
<td>Electrophysiological</td>
<td>Template width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paw speed</td>
<td>Real / Dynamic</td>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td>Inferred from DLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose speed</td>
<td>Real / Dynamic</td>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td>Inferred from DLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupil diameter</td>
<td>Real / Dynamic</td>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td>Inferred from DLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion energy</td>
<td>Real / Dynamic</td>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulus</td>
<td>Real / Dynamic</td>
<td>Task-related</td>
<td>Stimulus side, contrast and onset timing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go cue</td>
<td>Binary / Dynamic</td>
<td>Task-related</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First movement</td>
<td>Binary / Dynamic</td>
<td>Task-related</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice</td>
<td>Binary / Dynamic</td>
<td>Task-related</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>Binary / Dynamic</td>
<td>Task-related</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheel velocity</td>
<td>Real / Dynamic</td>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse Prior</td>
<td>Real / Static</td>
<td>Mouse's prior belief</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Mouse Prior</td>
<td>Real / Static</td>
<td>Mouse's prior belief in previous trial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lick</td>
<td>Binary / Dynamic</td>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Strategy</td>
<td>Real / Static</td>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td>Decision-making strategy (Ashwood et al., 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain region</td>
<td>Categorical / Static</td>
<td>Electrophysiological</td>
<td>5 repeated site regions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. List of covariates input to the multi-task neural network. See Appendix for additional details.

MTNN and GLMs perform similarly on predicting the firing rates of held-out test trials. Furthermore, the MTNN trained on the full set of covariates in Table 2 outperforms the MTNN and GLMs trained on the reduced covariate set (See Figure 9 supplemental 2).

Next we use the predictive model performance to quantify the contribution of each covariate to the fraction of variance explained by the model. Following Musall et al. (2019), we run two complementary analyses to quantify these effect sizes: single-covariate fits, in which we fit the model using just one of the covariates, and leave-one-out fits, in which we train the model with one of the covariates left out and compare the predictive explained to that of the full model. As an extension of the leave-one-out analysis, we run the leave-group-out analysis, in which we quantify the contribution of each group of covariates (electrophysiological, task-related, and behavioral) to the model performance. Using data simulated from GLMs, we first validate that the MTNN leave-one-out analysis is able to partition and explain different sources of neural variability (See Figure 10 supplemental 1).

We then run single-covariate, leave-one-out, and leave-group-out analyses to quantify the contributions of the covariates listed in Table 2 to the predictive performance of the model on held-out test trials. The results are summarized in Figure 10. According to the single-covariate analysis (Figure 10a), face motion energy (derived from behavioral video), wheel velocity, and some task variables (e.g., stimulus information and first movement onset timing) can individually explain about 5-10% of variance of the units on average. The leave-one-out analysis (Figure 10b left) shows that most covariates have low unique contribution to the predictive power. This is because many variables are correlated and are capable of capturing variance in the neural activity even if one of the covariates is dropped (See behavioral raster plots in Figure 9b). According to the leave-group-out
Figure 9. The MTNN model accurately estimates firing rates on held-out test trials from a CA1 neuron:
(a) MTNN model estimates of firing rates (50 ms bin size) of a CA1 neuron from an example subject during held-out test trials. The trials are split into those that had stimulus on the left/right and are aligned to the first movement onset time (vertical dashed lines). We plot the observed and predicted peri-event time histograms (1st row) and the observed and predicted raster plots (2nd and 3rd rows). The blue ticks in the raster plots indicate stimulus onset, and the green ticks indicate feedback times. The black horizontal dashed line separates the incorrect/correct trials (i.e., the trials above the dashed line are incorrect trials), and the trials are ordered by reaction time. The trained model does well in predicting the (normalized) firing rates. The MTNN prediction quality measured in \( R^2 \) is 0.32 on held-out test trials and 0.90 on PETHs of held-out test trials.
(b) We plot the raster plots of behavioral variables (wheel velocity, paw speed, motion energy, nose speed, and licks), ordering the trials in the same manner as in (a). We see that the MTNN firing rate predictions are modulated synchronously with the behavioral variables.

Figure 9–Figure supplement 1. Scatter plot of MTNN prediction quality (\( R^2 \)) vs. mean firing rate (spikes/sec)
Figure 9–Figure supplement 2. MTNN slightly outperforms GLMs on predicting the firing rates of held-out test trials.
Figure 9–Figure supplement 3. PETHs and MTNN predictions for held-out test trials

analysis, the behavioral covariates as a group have the highest unique contribution to the model's performance while the task-related and electrophysiological variables have close-to-zero unique contribution. Most importantly, the leave-one-out analysis shows that lab and session IDs, conditioning on the covariates listed in Table 2, have close to zero effect sizes, indicating that within-lab and between-lab random effects are small and comparable.
Figure 10. Single-covariate, leave-one-out, and leave-group-out analyses show the contribution of each (group of) covariate(s) to the model. Lab and session IDs have low contributions to the model. (a) Single-covariate analysis, colored by the brain region. Each dot corresponds to a single cell in each plot. (b) Leave-one-out analysis, colored by the brain region. The analyses are run on 246 responsive units across 20 sessions. The leave-one-out analysis shows the unique contribution of each covariate to the model, and the single-covariate analysis shows the upper limit of the contribution of each covariate to the model. The leave-group-out analysis shows how groups of electrophysiological, task-related, and behavioral covariates contribute to the model. The leave-one-out analysis shows that lab/session IDs have low effect sizes on average, indicating that within-lab and between-lab random effects are small and comparable. The “noise” covariate is a dynamic covariate (white noise randomly sampled from a Gaussian distribution) and is included as a negative control: the model correctly assigns zero effect size to this covariate. Covariates that are constant across trials (i.e., lab and session IDs, unit’s 3D spatial location) are left out from the single-covariate analysis.

Figure 10–Figure supplement 1. MTNN prediction quality on the data simulated from GLMs is comparable to the GLMs’ prediction quality. The effect sizes computed by the MTNN leave-one-out analysis are similar to the effect sizes computed by the GLMs’ leave-one-out analysis.

Figure 10–Figure supplement 2. Pairwise scatterplots of MTNN single-covariate effect sizes.
Discussion

We set out to test whether electrophysiological responses, notoriously variable across labs, could be reproducible across geographically separated laboratories after appropriate standardization of experiments, data processing, and analyses. After applying stringent behavioral, histological, and electrophysiological quality-control criteria, we found that electrophysiological features such as neuronal yield, firing rate, and normalized LFP power were reproducible across laboratories; their within-lab averages did not significantly deviate from the mean across labs. Similarly, the proportion of cells whose responses are tuned to behaviorally-relevant task events is reproducible across labs. Finally, a multi-task neural network approach can predict the firing rates of different units across sessions, and again, the within-lab random effects estimated by this model were comparable to between-lab random effects. Taken together, our results suggest that careful standardization can lead to reproducible electrophysiological results across laboratories.

Reproducibility in our electrophysiology studies depended on rigorous metrics of quality. We found that it was necessary to exclude a significant fraction of datasets to reach a desired level of reproducibility. Quality control was enforced for diverse aspects of the experiments, including histology, behavior, targeting, neuronal yield, and the total number of completed sessions. Among these measures, recordings with high noise and low neuronal yield were significantly represented in sessions that were excluded (40/74 sessions). A number of issues contributed here, including artifacts present in the recordings, inadequate grounding, and a decline in craniotomy health; all of these can potentially be improved with experimenter experience. Sub-standard behavior (for instance, too few trials in a session) led to the elimination of another substantial fraction of datasets. Trial counts are likely to be highly variable across labs, as there is currently no agreed upon standard for what constitutes suitable behavior for an electrophysiology experiment. This has already been shown to cause differences in the internal states visited by animals as they make decisions (Ashwood et al., 2022).

These observations suggest that future experiments might enjoy greater reproducibility if researchers followed, or at least reported, a number of agreed upon criteria, such as those we define in Table 1. This approach has been successful in other fields: for instance, the neuroimaging field has agreed upon a set of guidelines for “best practices,” and has identified factors that can impede those practices (Nichols et al., 2017). The genomics field likewise adopted the Minimum Information about a Microarray Experiment (MIAME) standard, designed to ensure that data from microarrays could be meaningfully interpreted and experimentally verified (Brazma et al., 2001). Our work here suggests the creation of a similar set of standards for electrophysiology and behavioral experiments would be beneficial. These could include expectations for reporting (such as histological information and behavioral trial numbers) as well as suggestions for minimizing variability (e.g., agreed upon standards for the noise level that would exclude a recording).

We found probe targeting to be a large source of variability, driven by micro-manipulator positioning and anatomical discrepancies. The majority of the variance in targeting was due to the probe entry positions at the brain surface, which showed no bias in placement across the dataset. The source of this variance could be due to a discrepancy in skull landmarks compared to the underlying brain anatomy. Accuracy in placing probes along a planned trajectory is therefore limited by this variability (about 400 µm). Probe angle also showed a small degree of variance, and a bias in both anterior-posterior and mediolateral directions; indicating that the Allen Common Coordinate Framework (CCF) (Wang et al., 2020) and stereotaxic coordinate systems are slightly offset. Minimizing variance in probe targeting is an important element in increasing reproducibility, as slight deviations in probe entry position and angle can lead to samples from different populations of neurons. Our approach suggests a path forward to minimize these biases: probe angles must be carefully computed from the CCF, as the CCF and stereotaxic coordinate systems do not define the same coronal plane angle. Small differences in probe location may be responsible for other studies arriving at different conclusions, highlighting the need for agreed upon methods for targeting...
Our results also highlight the critical importance of reproducible histological processing and subsequent probe alignment. Specifically, we used a centralized histology and registration pipeline to assign each recording site on each probe to a particular anatomical location, based on registration of the histological probe trajectories to the CCF and the electrophysiological features recorded at each site. This differs from previous approaches, in which stereotaxic coordinates alone were used to target an area of interest and exclusion criteria were not specified; see e.g. (Najafi et al., 2020; Harvey et al., 2012; Goard et al., 2016; Raposo et al., 2014; Erlich et al., 2015). The reliance on stereotaxic coordinates for localization, instead of standardized histological registration, is a possible explanation for conflicting results across labs. Our results speak to the importance of adopting standardized procedures more broadly across laboratories.

A major contribution of our work is open-source data and code: we share our full dataset (link to data portal) and suite of analysis tools for quantifying reproducibility (link to code repository). The analyses here required significant improvements in data architecture, visualization, spike sorting, histology image analysis, and video analysis. Our analyses uncovered major gaps and issues in the existing toolsets that required improvements (see Methods and The International Brain Laboratory (2021a,b) for full details); the large-scale dataset analyzed here proved to be a useful stress test pointing to improved analysis pipelines. For example, we improved existing spike sorting pipelines with regard to scalability, reproducibility, and stability. These improvements contribute towards advancing automated spike sorting, and move beyond subjective manual curation, which scales poorly and limits reproducibility. We anticipate that our open-source dataset will play an important role in further improvements to these pipelines and also the development of further methods for modeling the spike trains of many simultaneously recorded neurons across multiple brain areas and experimental sessions.

Scientific advances rely on the reproducibility of scientific findings. The current study demonstrates that reproducibility is attainable for large-scale neural recordings during a standardized perceptual detection task across 9 laboratories. We offer several recommendations to increase reproducibility, including (1) standardized protocols for data collection, (2) data processing, and (3) rigorous data quality metrics. Furthermore, we have made improvements in data architecture and processing, now available to the public. Our study provides a framework for the collection and analysis of large neural datasets in a reproducible manner that will play a key role as neuroscience continues to move towards increasingly complex datasets.
Resources

Data access

Please visit https://int-brain-lab.github.io/iblenv/notebooks_external/data_release_repro_ephys.html to access the data used in this article.

Code repository

Please visit https://github.com/int-brain-lab/paper-reproducible-ephys/ to access the code used to produce the results and figures presented in this article.

Protocols and pipelines

Please visit https://figshare.com/projects/Reproducible_Electrophysiology/138367 to access the protocols and pipelines used in this article.

Methods and Materials

All procedures and experiments were carried out in accordance with local laws and following approval by the relevant institutions: the Animal Welfare Ethical Review Body of University College London; the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Princeton University, and University of California at Berkeley; the University Animal Welfare Committee of New York University; and the Portuguese Veterinary General Board.

Animals

Mice were housed under a 12/12 h light/dark cycle (normal or inverted depending on the laboratory) with food and water available ad libitum, except during behavioural training days. Electrophysiological recordings and behavioural training were performed during either the dark or light phase of the cycle depending on the laboratory. N=48 adult mice (C57BL/6, male and female, obtained from either Jackson Laboratory or Charles River) were used in this study. Mice were aged 17-41 weeks and weighed 16.4-34.5 g on the day of the headbar implant surgery.

Materials and apparatus

For detailed parts lists and installation instructions, see Appendix 1 (The International Brain Laboratory, 2022a).

Briefly, each lab installed a standardized electrophysiological rig (named ‘ephys rig’ throughout this text), which differed slightly from the apparatus used during behavioral training (The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2021). The general structure of the rig was constructed from Thorlabs parts and was placed inside a custom acoustical cabinet clamped on an air table (Newport, M-VIS3036-SG2-325A). A static head bar fixation clamp and a 3D-printed mouse holder were used to hold a mouse such that its forepaws rest on the steering wheel (86652 and 32019, LEGO) (The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2021). Silicone tubing controlled by a pinch valve (225P011-21, NResearch) was used to deliver water rewards to the mouse. The display of the visual stimuli occurred on a LCD screen (LP097Q × 1, LG). To measure the precise times of changes in the visual stimulus, a patch of pixels on the LCD screen flipped between white and black at every stimulus change, and this flip was captured with a photodiode (Bpod Frame2TTL, Sanworks). Ambient temperature, humidity, and barometric air pressure were measured with the Bpod Ambient module (Sanworks), wheel position was monitored with a rotary encoder (05.2400.1122.1024, Kubler). Videos of the mouse were recorded from 3 angles (left, right and body) with USB cameras (CM3-U3-13Y3M-CS, Point Grey) sampling at 60, 150, 30 Hz respectively (for details see Appendix 1 (The International Brain Laboratory, 2022a)). A custom speaker (Hardware Team of the Champalimaud Foundation for the Unknown, V1.1) was used to play task-related sounds, and an ultrasonic microphone (Ultramic UM200K, Dodotronic) was used to record ambient noise from the rig. All task-related data was coordinated by a Bpod State Machine (Sanworks). The task logic was programmed
in Python and the visual stimulus presentation and video capture was handled by Bonsai (Lopes et al., 2015) and the Bonsai package BonVision (Lopes et al., 2021).

All recordings were made using Neuropixels probes (Imec, 3A and 3B models), advanced in the brain using a micromanipulator (Sensapex, uMp-4) tilted by a 15 degree angle from the vertical line. The aimed electrode penetration depth was 4.0 mm. Data were acquired via an FPGA (for 3A probes) or PXI (for 3B probes, National Instrument) system and stored on a PC.

Headbar implant surgery
A detailed account of the surgical methods is in Appendix 1 (The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2021).

Briefly, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and head-fixed in a stereotaxic frame. The hair was then removed from their scalp, much of the scalp and underlying periosteum was removed and bregma and lambda were marked. Then the head was positioned such that there was a 0 degree angle between bregma and lambda in all directions. The head bar was then placed in one of three stereotactically defined locations and cemented in place. The location of the future craniotomies were measured using a pipette referenced to bregma, and marked on the skull using either a surgical blade or pen. The exposed skull was then covered with cement and clear UV curing glue, ensuring that the remaining scalp was unable to retract from the implant.

Behavioral training and habituation to the ephys rig
For a detailed protocol on animal training, see Appendix 2 (The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2021).

Once the mouse is classified as having learned the biasedChoiceWorld task (criteria ‘ready4ephysRig’ reached, cf Appendix 2 for definition (The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2021)), it is transferred onto the ephys rig.

The mouse is habituated to behave on the ephys rig in a series of steps that do not involve any electrophysiology recording. First, the mouse needs to perform one session of biasedChoiceWorld on the electrophysiology rig, with at least 400 trials and 90% correct on easy contrasts (collapsing across block types). Once this criterion is reached, time delays are introduced prior to the task; these delays would eventually serve to mimic the time it would take to insert electrodes in the brain. The mouse has to maintain performance for 3 subsequent sessions (same criterion as ‘ready4ephysRig’), but with a minimum of one session that has a 15 minutes delay and is a mock recording.

Electrophysiological recording using Neuropixels probes
Data acquisition
For details, see Appendix 2 and 3 (The International Brain Laboratory, 2022b,c).

Briefly, upon the day of electrophysiological recording, the animal was anaesthetised using isoflurane and surgically prepared. The cement and glue were removed, exposing the skull over both hemispheres. A test was made to check whether the implant could hold liquid, and if successful a grounding pin was implanted. One or two craniotomies (1 × 1 mm) were made over the marked locations. The dura was left intact, and the brain was lubricated with ACSF. DuraGel was applied over the dura as a moisturising sealant, and covered with a layer of Kwikcast. The mouse was administered with analgesics subcutaneously, and left to recover in a heating chamber until locomotor and grooming activity were fully recovered.

Once the animal was recovered from the craniotomy, it was fixed in the apparatus. Once a craniotomy was made, up to 4 subsequent recording sessions were made in that same craniotomy. Up to two probes were implanted in the brain on a given session. The probes were labelled with CM-DiI (see Appendix 4 (The International Brain Laboratory, 2022d) and (Liu, 2019)).
### Spike sorting

The spike sorting pipeline used at IBL is described in details in (The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2022a). Briefly, spike sorting was performed using a modified version of the Kilosort 2.5 algorithm (Steinmetz et al., 2021). We found it necessary to improve the original code in several aspects (scalability, reproducibility, and stability, discussed below), and developed an open-source Python port; the code repository is here: (The International Brain Laboratory, 2021b).

Regarding scalability: we found that the original code failed on recording sessions with a large number of detected spikes. Therefore we improved the CPU memory usage of the code to better handle these cases.

Regarding reproducibility: spike sorting algorithms are still in heavy development; we needed to tag and validate code versions and parameter settings internally so we could release the algorithm to our data-processing computers across multiple labs on our own schedule. We also defined a set of integration tests on short (100 seconds) recordings, using hybrid ground-truth datasets (Pachitariu et al., 2016) to validate algorithm changes before new version releases.

Regarding stability: we observed a number of clear artifacts in the raw Neuropixels output ("dead" channels, simultaneous "glitch" artifacts across multiple channels, mis-alignment errors, etc.) that were not handled properly by previous algorithms. We developed new methods to handle each of these artifact types, resulting in significantly more stable sorting outputs. See (The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2022a) for full details.

### Local field potential (LFP)

Concurrently with the action potential band, each channel of the Neuropixel probe recorded a low-pass filtered trace at a sampling rate of 2500 Hz. The power spectral density at different frequencies was estimated per channel using the Welch’s method with partly overlapping Hanning windows of 1024 samples. Power spectral density (PSD) was converted into dB as follows:

\[
dB = 10 \times \log(PSD)
\]

### Serial section two-photon imaging

Mice were given a terminal dose of pentobarbital and perfuse-fixed with PBS followed by 4% formaldehyde solution (Thermofisher 28908) in 0.1M PB pH 7.4. Whole mouse brain was dissected, and post-fixed in the same fixative for a minimum of 24 hours at room temperature. Tissues were washed and stored for up to 2-3 weeks in PBS at 4C, prior to shipment to the Sainsbury Wellcome Centre for image acquisition. For full details, see Appendix 5 (The International Brain Laboratory, 2022e).

For imaging, brains were equilibrated with 50mM PB solution and embedded into 5% agarose gel blocks. The brains were imaged using serial section two-photon microscopy (Ragan et al., 2012; Economo et al., 2016). The microscope was controlled with ScanImage Basic (Vidrio Technologies, USA), and BakingTray, a custom software wrapper for setting up the imaging parameters (Campbell, 2020). Image tiles were assembled using StitchIt (Campbell, 2021). Whole brain coronal image stacks were acquired with a resolution of 4.4 x 4.4 x 25.0 µm in XYZ, with a two-photon laser wavelength of 920nm, and power of 35% of 1800mW from the source laser, yielding approximately 150mW at the block face. Serial section microscopy proceeded with 2 z slices taken for each 50µm tissue slice, at a depth of 30µm and 55µm from the tissue surface. Two channels of image data was acquired on two PMTs for green (bandpass filter ET525/50m) and red (bandpass filter ET570lp) fluorescence.

Whole brain images were downsampled to 25µm XYZ pixels and registered to the adult mouse Allen common coordinate framework (Wang et al., 2020) using BrainRegister (West, 2021), an elastix-based (Klein et al., 2010) registration pipeline with optimised parameters for mouse brain registration. For full details, see Appendix 7 (The International Brain Laboratory, 2022g).
Probe track tracing and alignment

Neuropixels probe tracks were manually traced to yield a probe trajectory using Lasagna (Campbell et al., 2020), a Python-based image image viewer equipped with a plugin tailored for this task. Traced probe track data was uploaded to an Alyx server (Rossant et al., 2021); a database designed for experimental neuroscience laboratories. Neuropixels channels were then manually aligned to anatomical features along the trajectory using electrophysiological landmarks with [ephy alignment tool] (Faulkner, 2020) (Liu et al., 2021). For full details, see Appendix 6 (The International Brain Laboratory, 2022f).

Permutation tests

We use permutation tests to study the reproducibility of neural features across laboratories. To this end, we first defined a test statistic that is sensitive to systematic deviations between laboratories: the sum of the absolute differences between laboratory means and overall mean. The null-hypothesis is that there is no difference between the different laboratory means, i.e. the assignment of mice to laboratories is completely random. We constructed the corresponding null-distribution by permuting these assignments between laboratories and mice randomly 10000 times (leaving the relative numbers of mice in laboratories intact) and computing the test statistic on these randomised samples. Given this constructed null-distribution, the p-value of the permutation test is the proportion of the null-distribution that has more extreme values than the test statistic that was computed on the real data.

Dimensionality reduction of peri-event time histograms via principal component analysis

In Figure 6 we use principal component analysis (PCA) to embed peri-event time histograms (PETHs) into a two-dimensional feature space for visualization and further analysis. Our overall approach is to compute PETHs, split into fast-reaction-time and slow-reaction-time trials, then concatenate these PETH vectors for each cell to obtain an informative summary of each cell’s activity. Next we stack these double PETHs from all labs into a single matrix and use PCA to obtain a low-rank approximation of this PETH matrix.

In detail, the two PETHs consist of one averaging fast reaction time (< 0.15 sec) trials and the other slow reaction time (> 0.15 sec) trials, each of length $T$ time steps. We used 20 ms bins, from $-0.5$ sec to $1.5$ sec relative to motion onset, so $T = 100$. We also performed a simple normalization on each PETH, dividing the firing rates by the baseline firing rate (prior to motion onset) of each cell plus a small positive offset term (to avoid amplifying noise in very low-firing cells), following Steinmetz et al. (2021).

Let the stack of these double PETH vectors be $Y$, being a $N \times 2T$ matrix, where $N$ is the total number of neurons recorded across 5 brain regions and labs. Running principal components analysis (PCA) on $Y$ (singular value decomposition) is used to obtain the low-rank approximation $UV \approx Y$. This provides a simple low-d embedding of each cell: $U$ is $N \times k$, with each row of $U$ representing a $k$-dimensional embedding of a cell that can be visualized easily across labs and brain regions. $V$ is $k \times 2T$ and corresponds to the $k$ temporal basis functions that PCA learns to best approximate $Y$. Figure 6(a) shows two cells of $Y$ and the corresponding PCA approximation from $UV$.

The scatter plots in Figure 6 show the embedding $U$ across labs and brain regions, with the embedding dimension $k = 2$. Each $k \times 1$ vector in $U$, corresponding to a single cell, is assigned to a single dot in Figure 6c.

Video analysis

Some of the behavioral time series used in the neural network analysis are derived from video recordings of the animals. Full details of the video analysis pipeline are here: (The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2022b), and the code is available here: (The International Brain Laboratory, 2021a).
Briefly, in the recording rigs, there are three cameras, one called ‘left’ at full resolution 1280x1024 and 60 Hz filming the mouse from one side, one called ‘right’ at half resolution (640x512) and 150 Hz, filming the mouse symmetrically from the other side, and one called ‘body’ filming the trunk of the mouse from above. Several quality control metrics were developed to detect video issues such as poor illumination (as infra red light bulbs broke) or accidental misplacement of the cameras.

Marker-less tracking of body parts is achieved using Deeplabcut (Mathis et al., 2018), a deep-learning-based tool that is used within a fully automated pipeline in IBL to track various body parts such as the paws. The pipeline first detects 3 regions of interest (ROI) in each frame, crops these ROIs using ffmpeg (Tomar, 2006) and applies a separate network for each ROI to track features.

For each side video we track the following points:
- **ROI eye:**
  - ‘pupil_top_r’, ‘pupil_right_r’, ‘pupil_bottom_r’, ‘pupil_left_r’
- **ROI mouth:**
  - ‘nose_tip’, ‘tongue_end_r’, ‘tongue_end_l’
- **ROI paws:**
  - ‘paw_r’, ‘paw_l’

The right side video was flipped and spatially up-sampled to look like the left side video, such that we could apply the same Deeplabcut networks.

Extensive curating of the training set of images for each network was required to obtain reliable tracking across animals and laboratories. We annotated in total more than 10K frames, across several iterations, using a semi-automated tracking failure detection approach, which found frames with temporal jumps, 3d re-projection errors when combining both side views, and heuristic measures of spatial violations. These selected ‘bad’ frames were then annotated and the network re-trained. To find further raw video and Deeplabcut issues, we inspected trial-averaged behaviors obtained from the tracked features, such as licking aligned to feedback time, paw speed aligned to stimulus onset and scatter plots of animal body parts across a session superimposed onto example video frames. See (The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2022b) for further details and example quality control images.

**Multi-task neural network model to quantify sources of variability**

**Data preprocessing**

For the Multi-task neural network (MTNN) analysis, we used data from 20 sessions recorded in CCU, CSHL (C), SWC, Berkeley, and NYU. We included various covariates in our feature set (e.g. go-cue signals, stimulus/reward type, Deep Lab Cut behavioral outputs). For the “decision strategy” covariate, we used the posterior estimated state probabilities of the 4-state GLM-HMMs trained on the sessions used for the MTNN analysis (Ashwood et al., 2022). Both biased and unbiased data were used when training the 4-state model. For each session, we first filtered out the trials where no choice is made. We then selected the trials whose stimulus onset time is within 0.4 seconds before the first movement onset time and feedback time is within 0.9 seconds after the first movement onset time. Finally, we selected responsive units whose mean firing rate is greater than 5 spikes/second for further analyses. For sessions with more than 15 responsive units, we randomly sampled 15 units.

**Model Architecture**

Given a set of covariates in Table 2, the MTNN predicts the target sequence of firing rates from 0.5 seconds before first movement onset to 1 second after, with bin width set to 50 ms (30 time bins). More specifically, a sequence of feature vectors $x_{\text{dynamic}} \in \mathbb{R}^{\text{dynamic} \times T}$ that include dynamic covariates, such as Deep Lab Cut (DLC) outputs, and wheel velocity, and a feature vector $x_{\text{static}} \in$
The model was implemented in PyTorch and trained on a single GPU. The training was performed of 246 responsive neural units from 20 sessions used for the analysis in Figure 10, with a reduced effect sizes estimated by GLMs and MTNN.

Finally ran the leave-one-out analyses with GLMs/MTNN on the simulated data and compared the sampled. We used wheel velocity traces and mouse's priors from real data for simulation. We of the trial, and the stimulus contrast, side, onset timing and feedback type, timing were randomly set for 350 randomly initialized trials. The random trials were 1.5 seconds long with 50 rates of each unit. For each simulated unit, we used these kernels of the trained GLM to simulate predictions on the test data.

The dataset consists of 20 sessions, 246 units and 6878 active trials in total. For each session, 20% of the trials are used as the test data and the remaining trials are split 20:80 for the validation and training sets. During training, the performance on the held-out validation set is checked after every 3 passes through the training data. The model is trained for 100 epochs, and the model parameters with the best performance on the held-out validation set are saved and used for predictions on the test data.

Model training
The model was implemented in PyTorch and trained on a single GPU. The training was performed using Stochastic Gradient Descent on the Poisson negative loglikelihood (Poisson NLL) loss with learning rate set to 0.1, momentum set to 0.9, and weight decay set to $10^{-15}$. We used a learning rate scheduler such that the learning rate for the $i$-th epoch is $0.1 \times 0.95^i$, and the dropout rate was set to 0.2. We also experimented with mean squared error (MSE) loss instead of Poisson NLL loss, and the results were similar. The batch size was set to 512.

Simulated experiments
For the simulated experiment in Figure 10 supplemental 1, we first trained GLMs on the same set of 246 responsive neural units from 20 sessions used for the analysis in Figure 10, with a reduced set of covariates consisting of stimulus timing, stimulus side and contrast, first movement onset timing, feedback type and timing, wheel velocity, and mouse's priors for the current and previous trials. The kernels of the trained GLMs show the contribution of each of the covariates to the firing rates of each unit. For each simulated unit, we used these kernels of the trained GLM to simulate its firing rates for 350 randomly initialized trials. The random trials were 1.5 seconds long with 50 ms bin width. For all trials, the first movement onset timing was set to 0.5 second after the start of the trial, and the stimulus contrast, side, onset timing and feedback type, timing were randomly sampled. We used wheel velocity traces and mouse's priors from real data for simulation. We finally ran the leave-one-out analyses with GLMs/MTNN on the simulated data and compared the effect sizes estimated by GLMs and MTNN.
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Supplementary figures
**Figure 1—Figure supplement 1.** Detailed experimental pipeline for the Neuropixels experiment. The experiment follows the steps indicated in the left-hand black squares in chronological order from top to bottom. Within each, actions are undertaken from left to right; diamond markers indicate points of control.
Figure 1—Figure supplement 2. Spiking activity qualitatively appears as heterogeneous across recordings. Example raster plots of neural activity recorded from the repeated site in N=12 mice. The raster plots in the first top two rows originate from sessions marked as being of good quality. The middle and bottom rows are raster plots from recordings that were excluded, based either on the probe misplacement, or the low number of detected units.

Figure 2—Figure supplement 1. Plots of all subjects with a repeated site insertion that were included in analysis of probe placement. Coronal tilted slices are made along the linearly interpolated best-fit to the histology insertion, shown through the raw histology (green: auto-fluorescence data for image registration; red: CM-Dil fluorescence signal marking probe tracks). Traced probe tracks are highlighted in white.
Figure 3–Figure supplement 1. Recordings that failed quality control were often visible outliers. 

**a**, Power spectral density between 20 and 80 Hz of all insertions, including those that failed to meet quality criteria. Recordings are labelled with the subject name above them; names in green passed quality control whereas names in red did not. 

**b**, Plots as in **a** but with firing rates of single neurons according to the depth at which they were recorded.
**Figure 3–Figure supplement 2.** Power spectral density between 20 and 80 Hz recorded along each probe shown in figure 3 overlaid on a coronal slice through brain. Each coronal slice has been rotated such that the probe lies along the vertical axis.
Figure 5–Figure supplement 1. (a)-(g) Schematics of six different tests performed (in addition to the test in Figure 5b) for finding task-modulated neurons. The two example trials show potential caveats of using each method; for instance, in a, the trial period may or may not include movement, depending on the reaction time in each trial. Below each schematic, the proportion of task-modulated neurons for the test is shown, across mice and brain regions, colored by lab ID.
Figure 6–Figure supplement 1. Same as 6(e,f), for the remaining regions. Note that only Berkeley lab in region PPC differs significantly from the mean of all labs.
Figure 7—Figure supplement 1. High-firing and task-modulated PPC neurons are located in deeper layers than other PPC neurons. (a-d) Similar to Figure 7 but for PPC.
Figure 7—Figure supplement 2. High-firing, but not task-modulated, CA1 neurons are positioned more dorsally and have lower spike amplitudes than other CA1 neurons. (a-d) Similar to Figure 7 but for CA1.
Figure 7–Figure supplement 3. Spatial positions and spike characteristics of outlier and task-modulated neurons in DG and PO are different from other neurons. (a) Spatial positions of DG neurons plotted as distance from the planned target center of mass, indicated with the red x. From comparisons of spatial position and waveform features, histogram of only those that were significantly different between the outliers (yellow) and regular neurons (blue) are shown: here, high-firing neurons have smaller waveform amplitudes. (b) Spatial positions of task-modulated and non-modulated DG neurons (using the time-warped pre-movement test) with the histogram of significant features shown (here, waveform amplitude and duration). For some other task-modulation tests (not shown), spatial positions of DG neurons were also significantly different. (c-d) Same as a-b but for PO neurons. In c, outliers included high and low firing neurons, making up 209 out of 879 neurons (44 of which are low firing). Shaded areas indicate the 20th and 80th percentiles of the neuron's spatial positions.
Figure 7—Figure supplement 4. Time-course and spatial position of neuronal Fano Factors. (a) Left column: Change in firing rate (top) and Fano Factor (bottom) averaged over all PPC neurons when aligned to movement onset after presentation of left or right full-contrast stimuli (correct trials only; Fano Factor calculation limited to neurons with a session-averaged firing rate > 1 sp/sec). Error bars: standard error means between neurons. Right column: Neuronal Fano Factors (averaged over 40-200 ms post movement onset after right-side full-contrast stimuli) and their spatial positions. Larger circles indicate neurons with Fano Factor < 1. (b-e) Same as a for CA1, DG, LP, and PO. Spatial position between high vs. low Fano Factor neurons was only significantly different in PPC (deeper neurons have lower Fano Factors) possibly due to higher drift in the activity of neurons closer to the surface over long recordings, from drying of the craniotomy. In the thalamus, spike characteristics between high and low Fano Factor neurons were significantly different (not shown).
**Figure 9—Figure supplement 1.** For each unit in each session, we plot the MTNN prediction quality on held-out test trials against the firing rate of the unit averaged over the test trials. Each lab/session is colored/shaped differently. $R^2$ values on concatenations of the held-out test trials are shown on the left, and those on PETHs of the held-out test trials on the right.

**Figure 9—Figure supplement 2.** MTNN and GLMs performs similarly on predicting the firing rates of held-out trials when trained on a reduced set of covariates, which includes stimulus onset time, stimulus side and contrast, feedback time and type, first movement onset time, wheel velocity, and mouse’s prior. MTNN trained on the full set of covariates in Table 2 outperforms the MTNN/GLMs trained on the reduced covariate set.
Figure 9—Figure supplement 3. The left half shows for each neuron the trial averaged activity for left choice trials and next to it right choice trials. The vertical green lines show the first movement onset. The horizontal red lines separate recording sessions while the blue lines separate labs. The right half of each of these images shows the MTNN prediction of the left half. The trial-averaged MTNN predictions for held-out test trials captures visible modulations in the PETHs.
Figure 10–Figure supplement 1. To verify that the MTNN leave-one-out analysis is sensitive enough to capture effect sizes, we simulate data from GLMs and compare the effect sizes estimated by the MTNN and GLM leave-one-out analyses. We first fit GLMs to the same set of sessions that are used for the MTNN effect size analysis and then use the inferred GLM kernels to simulate data. (a) We show the scatterplot of the GLM and MTNN predictive performance on held-out test data, where each dot represents the predictive performance for one neural unit. The MTNN prediction quality is comparable to that of GLMs. (b) We run GLM and MTNN leave-one-out analyses and compare the estimated effect sizes for 6 covariates. The effect sizes estimated by the MTNN and GLM leave-one-out analyses are comparable.
Figure 10–Figure supplement 2. We plot pairwise scatterplots of MTNN single-covariate effect sizes. Each dot represents the effect sizes of one neural unit and is colored by lab. There is no outlier lab. The effect sizes are highly correlated.